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24 HOUR NFT DROP by Refik Anadol 

On the occasion of Art Basel 2021 and the newly announced representation of Refik Anadol by KÖNIG GALERIE, he 
will drop three single NFTs on Saturday, September 25 at 6 PM CEST, as a limited edition that will be exclusively avail-
able for 24 hours (USD 999,-) on misa.art. Additionally, collectors who purchase all three NFTs will receive a physical 
copy of each edition, signed by the artist.

The NFTs are part of his series QUANTUM MEMORIES: NOISE. In Physics, quantum noise refers to the noise of un-
certainty arising from random fluctuations in a system. Tapping into these random fluctuations as a unique realm of 
possibilities and predictions, Refik Anadol’s QUANTUM MEMORIES: NOISE series uses Google Quantum AI’s most 
cutting-edge, publicly available quantum computation research data and algorithms to explore the possibility of a 
parallel world. For this project Refik Anadol Studio developed a custom procedural coherent noise implementation by 
utilizing beyond classical measurements for computing surflets. These data and algorithms allow Anadol to speculate 
alternative modalities inside the most sophisticated computer available, and create new quantum noise-generated 
datasets as building blocks of these modalities. The piece is both inspired by and a speculation of the Many-Worlds 
Interpretation in quantum physics – a theory that holds that there are many parallel worlds that exist at the same space 
and time as our own.

The primary thread that runs throughout Anadol’s groundbreaking visualizations of the unseen world is data: for 
QUANTUM MEMORIES, 200 million photos of Earth and its landscapes, oceans and atmosphere were used to visual-
ize an alternate reality of nature; for SENSE OF SPACE at the 17th International Architecture Exhibition - La Biennale di 
Venezia - approximately 70 terabytes of multimodal MRI data, including structural, diffusion (DTI) and functional (fMRI) 
scans of people ranging from birth to nonagenarians was used to design the human brain-inspired artwork; archival 
photographic data of our universe from NASA/JPL was the driving force behind MACHINE MEMOIRS: SPACE, Istan-
bul’s most visited exhibition ever; for MACHINE HALLUCINATION, 113 million publicly available images of New York 
City were used to envision the near future of a storied city; for WDCH DREAMS, 100 years of the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic’s digital archives were tapped to inspire the visuals projected onto Frank Gehry’s iconic building; for Oakland’s 
SENSE OF PLACE, real-time environmental data such as wind, temperature, and humidity as well as invisible com-
munication signals from Bluetooth, Wifi and LTE inform the work; for Berlin’s LATENT BEING, the visitors themselves 
provided real-time data for the artificial thinking process; and for Charlotte Airport’s INTERCONNECTED, real-time 
airport statistics such as arrivals/departures, baggage handling systems and ground shuttle transportation transform 
into an ever-changing suite of abstract form, color, and simulated texture. 

BIO 

Refik Anadol (b. 1985, Istanbul, Turkey) is a media artist, director and pioneer in the aesthetics of data and machine 
intelligence. His body of work locates creativity at the intersection of humans and machines. In taking the data that 
flows around us as the primary material and the neural network of a computerized mind as a collaborator, Anadol 
paints with a thinking brush, offering us radical visualizations of our digitized memories and expanding the possi-
bilities of architecture, narrative, and the body in motion. Anadol’s site-specific AI data sculptures, live audio/visual 
performances, and immersive installations take many forms, while encouraging us to rethink our engagement with 
the physical world, its temporal and spatial dimensions, and the creative potential of machines.
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Anadol’s global projects have received a number of awards and prizes including the Lorenzo il Magnifico Lifetime 
Achievement Award for New Media Art, Microsoft Research’s Best Vision Award, iF Gold Award, D&AD Pencil 
Award, German Design Award, UCLA Art+Architecture Moss Award, Columbia University’s Breakthrough in Sto-
rytelling Award, University of California Institute for Research in the Arts Award, SEGD Global Design Award, and 
Google’s Artists and Machine Intelligence Artist Residency Award. 
Anadol’s site-specific audio/visual performances have been featured at iconic landmarks, museums and festivals 
worldwide, such as the 17th International Architecture Exhibition - La Biennale di Venezia, the National Gallery of 
Victoria, Walt Disney Concert Hall, Hammer Museum, Dongdaemun Design Plaza, Artechouse, The Centre Pompi-
dou, The Portland Building, Daejeon Museum of Art, Florence Biennale, Art Basel, OFFF Festival, International Dig-
ital Arts Biennial Montreal, Ars Electronica Festival , l’Usine | Genève, Arc De Triomf, Zollverein | SANAA’s School of 
Design Building, santralistanbul Contemporary Art Center, Outdoor Vision Festival, Istanbul Design Biennial, Sydney 
City Art, and Lichtrouten, among many others. 

A pioneer in his field, and the first to use artificial intelligence in a public artwork, Anadol has partnered with teams 
at Microsoft, Google (Artist and Machine Intelligence), Panasonic, Nvidia, JPL/NASA, Intel, IBM, Siemens, Epson, 
MIT, UCLA, Stanford University, and UCSF, to apply the latest, cutting-edge science, research and technologies to 
his work. 

THE NFT MARKETPLACE 

MISA is the first art world NFT marketplace – powered by KÖNIG. It bridges the gap between the traditional art world 
and the crypto world with a broad and diverse selection of artists. MISA brings together the most important voices 
from each world with the aim of presenting the state of the art in the NFT space. MISA offers NFTs minted by artists 
on the primary market. 

MISA makes NFTs accessible for everyone. Non crypto-native users can easily purchase an NFT using a credit card, the 
wallet is automatically created at checkout. They can view their collection using only an email. It is also possible to pay 
in crypto currencies such as ETH and Bitcoin. Available are unique artworks, limited and open editions.  

NFTs 

The acronym NFT stands for non-fungible token. NFTs certify that a digital asset is unique and therefore not inter-
changeable. If you collect NFTs, you purchase tokens and the objects associated with them. These objects can be 
anything, for example, digital works of art or virtual real estate, music pieces or card collections. The NFT is stored on 
the blockchain, it is unique, authenticated, and cannot be forged. Until now, digital art has not had the same value as 
painting because it could be easily copied and shared. The new technology is revolutionizing the art market: it ensures 
that digital art can finally be collected just like traditional painting or sculpture.  

THE ENVIRONMENT 

MISA is built on Flow, a fast, decentralized, and environmentally friendly blockchain, designed as the foundation for a 
new generation of games, apps, and the digital assets that power them. It is a proof of stake blockchain which allows 
for overall lower transaction fees. Flow uses less than 1GWh of power in a year. Ethereum in comparison uses approx-
imately 8TWh per year. 
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ABOUT misa.art 

misa.art offers a carefully curated selection of art from the primary and secondary market. It is the only online mar-
ketplace that brings emerging and established artists together and offers a range of traditional and digital art. Ultra 
Contemporary artists are presented alongside the classics of art history from the past 70 years. The selection of new 
discoveries and canonical works is constantly being expanded, and NFTs and editions are regularly dropped. 

FURTHER INFORMATION AND CONTACT 

Please direct your questions and inquiries to: christoph@koeniggalerie.com 
Please find the press images here and further info on the drop here.
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